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President's Column   

-- Lesley Rigg, BSG President, 2009-11 

 

 

The BSG Board has been very busy over the past year! I would 

like to thank the BSG Board members and ex-officio members for 

all their hard work. I would especially like to say a special thank 

you to outgoing Board members, Amy Hessl and Gabrielle Katz 

who gave so much of their time over the past two years to our 

specialty group and to Arvind Bhuta who is our outgoing Student 

Representative and creator of the current BSG Facebook page. We 

welcome several new Board members including a new incoming 

Chair, David Cairns, from Texas A&M University. The two newly 

elected Board members are David Goldblum, (Northern Illinois 

University) and Ross Meentemeyer, (UNC Charlotte). The new 

Student Representative is Clayton Whitesides, Texas State University-San Marcos. 

 

http://www.biogeographer.org/
http://www.biogeographer.org/
http://www.biogeographer.org/
http://www.aag.org/
file:///C:/Users/Joy/AppData/Local/Temp/7-2_2007_fall.html%23Pubs
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As most of you know funding from the NSF (15 $1,000 grants) was awarded to the BSG 

for Operation CRETE: fostering Collaborations, expanding Research horizons, and 

Establishing and Transforming networks for Early career Biogeographers (pre-tenure 

faculty, post-docs, and graduate students). In January of 2011, 15 members of the BSG 

received travel funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF) to attend and 

present their research at the 5
th

 International Biogeography Society (IBS; established in 

2000) conference in Crete, Greece. The IBS conferences provide a unique opportunity for 

meetings among leading biogeographers who have homes within Geography, Geology, 

and Biological Science departments. The IBS meetings represent an outlet for idea 

exchange at the international level in which early career biogeographers were able to 1) 

foster collaborations, 2) expand existing research horizons, and 3) establish and 

potentially transform important research networks.  

 

While this grant was specifically targeted to provide funding for early career faculty, 

post-docs, and graduate students to present paper/posters at the IBS conference, 

ultimately the goal of such funding is to foster new collaborative networks expanding 

research horizons for the targeted group of early career Biogeographers. Award winners 

in a post conference survey commented on the benefits of personal communication with 

international researchers, developing future collaborations, working through paper edits 

with key people in the field and to quote; 

 

―… Gaining exposure at an international scientific meeting served as a turning point for 

me in terms of my career outlook.  Sharing perspectives with international scholars and 

getting feedback on my own work was tremendously beneficial…and I feel that I got the 

more out of it from a career development standpoint than any national meeting I attended 

in the past. ― 

―…attending this conference was an intellectually stimulating and professionally useful 

experience for me.‖ 

 

Students had the opportunity to meet with the speakers who presented each day in two 

organized sessions and several students made comments similar to the following quote; 

 

―I felt the Grad student discussion sessions…were a great outlet to interact with the 

speakers from the contributed paper sessions and were especially effective and 

convenient ways to develop contacts with potential collaborators. I felt they were also 

successful in kick-starting discussions with other researcher in order to expand my 

personal research horizons.‖ 

 

The BSG is proud of all the participants who represented our organization professionally 

and intellectually! 
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Shannon McCarragher, Ph.D. student, Department of Geography, Northern Illinois 

University 

 
Dr. Thomas Albright, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Geography, University of Nevada, 

Reno 

Back to the top 
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Graduate Student Representative Column  

--  Arvind Bhuta, BSG Graduate Student  Representative 2010-11 

Hello fellow biogeographers.  I hope 

you are enjoying the summer and 

getting ready for whatever comes 

your way during the sunny days 

ahead.  It appears that the Annual 

Meeting of the AAG at Seattle was 

successful, with many biogeography 

sponsored sessions (especially in 

dendrochronology) to attend and 

chances to get reacquainted with old 

friends and make new ones!   

 

I organized a panel session titled ―Biogeography? So what are you going to do with 

that?" which featured biogeographers from a variety of backgrounds in the public sector, 

academia, and not-for-profit organizations.  The panel consisted of Justin Hart from the 

University of Alabama, Rachel Headley from the United States Geological Survey, Holly 

Porter-Morgan from The New York Botanical Garden, and Robert Andrew Rose from the 

Wildlife Conservation Society.  The session was well attended by students, faculty, and 

other individuals who had great questions for the panelists, but also contributed to the 

discussion with their perspectives.  We covered various topics ranging from developing 

networks with other professionals in biogeography and in other disciplines (ecology, 

forestry, and environmental sciences), how biogeography shaped their career, future 

career trends, and identifying possible career paths.  I appreciate the panelist’s and 

audience’s help in contributing and participating in this session.  

 

Remember, we also have a presence on Facebook:  
 http://www.facebook.com/#!/group.php?gid=141655989204924&v=info  

Please remember to spread the word to faculty, graduate students, and undergraduate 

students in Geography, so far we have added 22 more members since my last column, 

making the total 138 members.  Please make sure to post any news, information, 

discussions, photos, videos, or events there!  We still also have an email listserv, 

managed by Chad Lane, which can also be used as well.   

 

I’m planning on finishing up my doctoral studies this summer and will be moving on as 

Physical Scientist in the Federal Government where I hope I will be able to continue on 

with my research in biogeography to some degree.   

 

For the following year, you will have a newly-elected student representative, Clayton 

Whitesides, to handle your biogeography student related issues.  He is a Ph.D. student at 

Texas State University San Marcos.  His interests are in biogeography, zoogeomorph-

ology, and mountain environments.  Congratulations and good luck Clayton!   

    

--Arvind Bhuta, BSG Graduate Student Representative 2010-2011 

Back to the top 
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Awards and Competitions 
Distinguished Career and Publication in Biogeography Awards 

 

-- Lynn Resler, BSG Board Member and Awards Organizer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

James J. Parsons Distinguished Career Award  
The 2011 James J. Parsons Distinguished Career Award was awarded to Albert J. 

Parker, University of Georgia. The award was presented to Al after Jake Bendix 

(Syracuse University) gave a brief slideshow that highlighted some of Al’s many 

contributions to the discipline. Jake highlighted the reach and impacts that Parker’s work 

and mentoring has had on the discipline.  He also read some of the exceptional comments 

provided by those who wrote letters of support for Parker’s nomination.  It was noted that 

Parker has published 7 articles in the Annals, and has mentored 11 Ph.D students and 19 

master’s students over his distinguished career.   

 
Lynn Resler presenting the James J. Parsons Distinguished Career Award to Al Parker 
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Slide show on Al Parker presented at the BSG Business meeting in Seattle 

 
Al Parker and Kathy Parker at the BSG Business meeting in Seattle 
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Henry Cowles Award for Excellence in Publication in 

Biogeography  

 

  

The Henry Cowles Award for 

Excellence in Publication was 

awarded to James H. Speer 

for his book, ―Fundamentals of 

Tree-Ring Research‖ published 

in 2010 by the University of 

Arizona Press. 

 

 

Abstract: The comprehensive text includes a history of dendrochronology, biological 

and ecological background, principles of the field, basic information on the structure and 

growth of trees, the complete range of dendrochronological methods (including common 

computer programs and statistical methods), and a full description of each of the relevant 

subdisciplines of dendroarchaeology, dendroclimatology, dendroecology, dendrogeo-

morphology and dendrochemistry. 

 

Congratulations, Al and Jim! 
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2011 BSG Board Elections 
-- Kurt Kipfmueller, BSG Board Member and Elections Organizer 

 

The Biogeography Specialty Group held 

elections this past Spring for several key 

positions including BSG president and two 

executive officers, all of which were for two 

years.  Elections were also held for the one 

year student representative position.  We 

would like to thank those BSG members that 

volunteered their time to run for the vacant 

positions. We would also like to thank 

outgoing board members Lesley Rigg 

(President), Amy Hessl, Gabrielle Katz, and 

student representative Arvind Bhuta for their 

service.  

 

Congratulations to the following BSG members newly elected to the board: 
 

President 

  

David Cairns (Ph.D University of Iowa) is a Professor 

of Geography at Texas A&M University. 

Dave is interested in vegetation response to climate 

change with a particular interest in ecotones and has 

worked in the mountain west of North America, 

Alaska, northern Sweden, Denmark and coastal Texas. 

 The majority of his research has concentrated on 

treelines, but he has recently been involved in projects 

investigating forests in the southeastern U.S., 

saltmarshes in Denmark and Texas, and shrub 

expansion on Alaska's North Slope.  Over the past 16 

years he has served the BSG as an executive board 

member, as a grant reviewer, and as a judge in the 

student paper competition. He currently is on the 

editorial board of the biogeography section of 

Geography Compass, and is an Associate Editor for Arctic, Antarctic and Alpine 

Research.  Dave teaches courses in biogeography, vegetation response to climate change, 

physical geography and field geography. He has received funding for his  research from 

NSF Geography and NSF Polar Programs, the USGS and the US Forest Service, and has 

 published in Geography and Ecology journals including Landscape Ecology, Physical 

Geography, Geography Compass, Ecological Modeling, Journal of Ecology, Ecology, 

and the Annals of the AAG.  He hopes to bring his experience with international 

collaborations to the position of BSG president and to place an emphasis on student 

training in biogeography and finding funding for biogeographical research during the 

2011-2013 terms. 
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Executive Board 

 

 David Goldblum (Ph.D. University of Colorado) is an Asst. 

professor of Geography at Northern Illinois University.  David's 

research focuses on vegetation dynamics associated with human 

alterations of disturbance regimes and climate regimes. He uses 

demographic and ecophysiological data to quantify changes in 

understory communities.  He conducts research primarily in the 

boreal and deciduous forests of northern Ontario and the 

savannas and grasslands of Illinois. His research has been 

published in Physical Geography, Canadian Journal of Forest 

Research, Geography Compass, Journal of Biogeography, Plant 

Ecology, and Dendrochronologia. 

 

 

 Ross Meentemeyer (Ph.D. University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill) is a Professor of Geography and Executive Director 

of the Center for Applied GIScience at UNC Charlotte. Ross' 

research focuses on landscape dynamics of biological invasions 

and infectious forest diseases in natural and human-modified 

ecosystems. Ross is also studying socio-ecological interactions 

underlying plant invasions and ecosystem services of forests in 

urban-rural systems. This year Ross' research was published in 

Ecology, Ecological Applications, Ecosphere, Oikos, Forest 

Ecology & Management, Journal of Environmental 

Management, and the Journal of Medical Entomology. Ross 

teaches Biogeography, Physical Geography, and Environmental 

Modeling in GIS, with a focus on integrating field and molecular data with quantitative 

geospatial analysis. 

 

Student Representative 

 Clayton Whitesides is a third year Ph.D. student at Texas 

State University-San Marcos working under Dr. David R. 

Butler. Clayton’s primary research interests are 

zoogeomorphology, biogeography, and mountain 

environments. He earned an MS in Geography from BYU 

under the instruction of Matthew Bekker. His thesis 

assessed lower treeline dynamics in Yellowstone National 

Park. Clayton’s doctoral research is on the effects of micro-

scale disturbance caused by fossorial mammals on alpine 

treeline patterns and processes in the Olympic Mountains 

and the mountains of Glacier National Park. He has 

publications in Progress in Physical Geography and Papers of the Applied Geography 

Conference and is an instructor in the Geography Department. He has taught courses in 

GIS, physical geography and quantitative methods and currently serves as the Geography 

Department liaison to the Dean in the College of Liberal Arts.  
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2011 Student Presentation Awards, National AAG Meeting 
 

-- Gabrielle Katz, BSG Board Member and Student Presentation Awards Coordinator 

 

The BSG sponsored two student paper competitions at the 

AAG Annual Meeting in Seattle, Washington. The two 

competitions, which filled almost four full organized 

paper sessions, were an impressive demonstration of the 

excellent research being conducted by student members 

of the BSG. Congratulations are due to all presenters, and 

to the faculty who have mentored such a diversity of 

outstanding research.  

 

The paper competitions would not have been possible 

without the help of the judges who volunteered their time 

and energy to evaluating the papers! Thank you to Jim 

Dyer, David Goldblum, Evan Larson, Bryon Middlekauff, 

Rosemary Sherriff, and Saskia van de Gevel for your 

generous assistance. 

 

We look forward to another round of student paper competitions in New York! Look for 

the announcements soon, and please consider participating. 

Thanks, 

Gabrielle Katz 

 

There were eight papers presented in the Masters/Undergraduate competition. 

1. Ross J. Guida, et al. (University of Nevada Las Vegas). Vegetation and climate 

change in the Newberry Mountains, southern Nevada: Maxent and GIS Modeling 

for Policy Decision Support. 

 

2. Bradley Breslow, et al. (West Virginia University).Tree-ring analysis of growth 

along atmospheric nitrogen deposition gradients in the eastern USA. 

 

3. Anna Klimaszewski-Patterson (New Mexico State University).Matters of scale: 

Assessing synthetic predictive vegetation boundaries in the Chihuahuan Desert. 

 

4. Thor Burbach, et al. (University of Montana). Evaluation of the relative 

importance of environmental variables in predicting rare plant habitat for nine 

species in the Nez Perce National Forest. 

 

5. Maria Jose La Rota-Aguilera (University of Texas at Austin). Guild-Specific 

Responses of the Avifauna associated with Coffee Agro-Ecosystems to Habitat 

Fragmentation: A landscape-level Approach. 
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6. Christopher Alan Walter, et al. (The University of Montana). Spatial 

Transferability of Rare Plant Species Distribution Models within the Nez Perce 

National Forest. 

 

7. Jade Dean (California State University Long Beach). Follow the leader - A study 

on the advancement of native shrubs into non-native grasslands in La Jolla 

Valley, California. 

 

8. Eric P Creeden (University of Idaho). Regional analysis of climate and weather 

conditions related to outbreaks of mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus 

ponderosae Hopkins) in lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) forests of the western 

USA. 

************************************************************************ 

 

The winner of the 2011 

Masters/Undergraduate Student 

Paper Competition was Eric 

Creeden (University of Idaho) 

for his paper, Regional analysis 

of climate and weather 

conditions related to outbreaks of 

mountain pine beetle 

(Dendroctonus ponderosae 

Hopkins) in lodgepole pine 

(Pinus contorta) forests of the 

western USA. 

Eric’s research (conducted with 

co-author Jeffrey A Hicke, PhD) 

examined mountain pine beetle 

(MPB) outbreaks in lodgepole 

pine (Pinus contorta) forests 

across the western United States 

through a case study approach.  

Large outbreaks of MPB across 

the western US were selected for 

analysis, and gridded monthly 

climate data from the parameter-elevation regressions on independent slopes model 

(PRISM; http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu) and variable infiltration capacity macroscale 

hydrologic model (VIC; http://www.hydro.washington.edu/Lettenmaier/Models/VIC/) 

were aggregated and compiled for each location.  Trends in selected climate variables 

were analyzed at annual, seasonal, and monthly time intervals.  He reported mean climate 

conditions prior, during, and following outbreaks as well as variability among locations, 

and climate suitability model results from the BioSIM framework for mountain pine 

beetle across outbreak areas. 
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Here is a graphic with some of Eric’s results: 
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There were seven papers presented in the PhD Student Paper Competition. 

1. Tomas Vaclavik, et al. (University of North Carolina at Charlotte). Accounting for 

multi-scale spatial autocorrelation improves performance of invasive species 

distribution modeling (iSDM). 

 

2. Scott A Reinemann (The Ohio State University). A Multi-Proxy Paleolimnology 

Study Provides Evidence of Anthropogenic Influence on Sub-Alpine and Alpine 

Ecosystems in the Great Basin, United States. 

 

3. Mao-Ning Tuanmu, et al. (Michigan State University). Temporal Transferability 

of Wildlife Habitat Models and Its Implications for Habitat Monitoring. 

 

4. Lynnette Dornak (University of Kansas). Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Henslow's 

Sparrow Breeding Habitat Across the Midwestern Landscape. 

 

5. Bardan Ghimire, et al. (Clark University). Fire effects on the carbon balance of 

western United States forests across different forest types and fire severity levels. 

 

6. Jesse Morris (University of Utah). High-resolution pollen and charcoal 

reconstructions of Holocene vegetation change and disturbance from spruce 

beetle, wildfire and human activity on two subalpine ranges in Utah, USA. 

 

7. Andrew D. Pierce (Penn State University). Landscape Patterns of Vegetation 

Communities: Fixed or Stochastic? 

************************************************************************ 

The winner of the PhD Competition was Tomas 

Vaclavik from the University of North Carolina at 

Charlotte for his paper, Accounting for multi-scale 

spatial autocorrelation improves performance of 

invasive species distribution modeling (iSDM). 

Tomas’ research (conducted in collaboration with 

coauthors John A Kupfer - University of South 

Carolina-Columbia, and Ross K Meentemeyer - 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte) 

addressed the importance of spatial 

autocorrelation (SAC) for invasive species 

distribution models. He examined the efficacy of 

using a multi-scale framework to account for 

different origins of SAC and compared non-spatial 

models with models that account for SAC at 

multiple levels. He applied one conventional 

statistical method (GLM) and one non-parametric 

technique (MAXENT) to data on the invasive 
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forest pathogen Phytophthora ramorum (n=3787) to develop four types of models that 

either ignored spatial context, or incorporated it at (i) a broad scale using trend surface 

analysis, (ii) a local scale using autocovariates, or (iii) multiple scales using spatial 

eigenvector mapping. Results showed that non-spatial models exhibited lower predictive 

power than models that incorporated SAC. Dramatic improvements were observed when 

fine-scale SAC was included, suggesting that local range-confining processes are driving 

P. ramorum invasion. The relative importance of environmental variables was consistent 

across all models but the explanatory power decreased in spatial models for factors with 

strong spatial structure. While accounting for SAC reduced the amount of residual 

autocorrelation for GLM but not for MAXENT, it still improved performance of both 

methods. The hypothesis that SAC may be a crucial surrogate for dispersal and 

colonization processes that determine the spatial distribution of biological invasions was 

confirmed. 

Here is a graphic from his presentation: 
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2011 Student Research Grant Competition 
--Amy Hessl, BSG Board Member and Student Research Grant Coordinator  

 

The goal of the Biogeography Specialty Group (BSG) 

Graduate Student Research Grant competition is to 

provide partial support for graduate students to conduct 

quality biogeographic research projects for their 

master's thesis or doctoral dissertation.  The awards are 

competitive, and proposals are judged individually on 

the basis of: 

1) scientific merit of the project, including 

biogeographic significance of the research question, 

adequacy and quality of the methods, and originality of 

the research; 

2) organization and clarity of the proposal; and, 

3) qualifications of the student to conduct the proposed 

work. 

 

The 2011 BSG Student Grant Competition was quite competitive at the masters and PhD 

level this year!  We received three masters and five PhD level proposals and they were all 

strong proposals.  Congratulations to all applicants.   

 

The winners of the masters ($500) and PhD ($1000) level grants were: 

Masters Grant  

Joshua Robert Leisen 

University of South Carolina, Geography 

Advisor: John Kupfer 

Title: ―Effects of Riverscape Connectivity on Fish Metacommunity Structure and 

Turnover‖ 

 

Ph.D. Grant 

Michael W. Habberfield 

State University of New York at Buffalo, Geography 

Advisor: Chris Larsen 

Title: ―Investigating the influence of pool and landscape features on the spatial dynamics 

of amphibian breeding in a vernal pool complex in central New York‖ 

 
 

 

 

 

Back to the top 
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Additional Information from the BSG Business Meeting, 2011 

AAG, Seattle 
 

Chair’s Report 

Lesley Rigg presented the chairs report, highlighting the number of sessions sponsored 

by BSG this year, membership levels, and a brief look at budget issues.  Lesley noted that 

this year the BSG sponsored 45 different sessions and that membership grew by 40 

members to 489 in the last year.  Of the 489 members, 213 are students and 276 are non-

student members.  Lesley encouraged the audience to work toward getting students and 

colleagues to join.  The BSG budget is driven by membership, so numbers are important.  

However, Lesley also noted that the we are an exceptionally lean specialty group (we 

only spent ~$50 for the board’s breakfast meeting), and that most money goes toward 

student support (awards, travel support for the BSG student member, etc.). 

 

Specialty Group Chairs Meeting Report 

Dave Cairns reported on the Specialty Group Chairs meeting.  The most substantial 

outcome of the meeting was the proposed infrastructure changes to the AAG website.  

One potential change involves the development of social media tools within the AAG 

website.  Additionally, Dave noted that there was some discussion of the development of 

searchable profiles, blogs, chats, and microsites.  The changes are meant to streamline 

communications between the AAG and its members.  There was also some discussion 

about making the website accessible to mobile devices which would be especially helpful 

during the meeting.  Finally, Dave discussed the possibility of making the meeting 

program electronic. 

 

Financial Report 

Lesley provided a brief overview of the finances of the BSG.  In short, finances are tight, 

and the $1 increase in dues helped get us by this past year.  Additionally, the lack of a 

physical geography party resulted in a $200 savings.  Lesley noted that we are financially 

sound, but that it is important to increase membership if we are to continue providing 

student awards and support. 

Here is the full financial report: 

Finance Report 2011 from Taly Drezner, BSG Secretary-Treasurer 
Our balance as of February 28, 2011 (there is a lag time between membership dues 

collections and when they are posted to our account) is $3278.86.  Normally, March to 

August are poor income months; most people renew their Biogeography SG membership 

at the time of registering for the next AAG, in September to November, so our income for 

the last couple of months likely won’t add much. 

 

INCOME IN THE LAST YEAR OF RECORD: 

 From March 1, 2010-February 28, 2011, we took in $2535.50 in membership dues.  

 In the 12 months prior (March 2009-February 2010), we took in $2435.00, so our 

intake is slightly higher this year. We took in $2547.50 in the 12 months prior to that, 

so we have been quite consistent.  

 

At last year’s (2010) meeting we paid out/awarded: 
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AWARDS: 1 each 

Best paper Ph.D.  $100 

Best paper MA/BA  $100 

Ph.D. grant   $1000 

Masters grant   not awarded* TOTAL: $1200 

*There were no masters applications for the research grant award last year.  

 

OTHER: 

Misc. expenses/domain name:$325.78 

Physical Geography party $200 

Student rep support:   $500  TOTAL: $1025.78 

 

 GRAND TOTAL    $2225.78 

 

 

That’s $309.72 that we’re ahead for the last 12 months of membership income (March 

2010-February 2011). This AAG (2011) we awarded $1700 in awards (as listed above for 

2010) as well as student rep support. I do not yet have a finally tally of misc. expenses, 

but it will be less than last year’s and there was no physical geography party this year. 

 

Do please email or contact me if you have any questions at all about finances, receipts or 

anything else! Taly Drezner (drezner@yorku.ca) 

 

 

Other/Announcements at the BSG Business Meeting 

 There was additional discussion of the Facebook site, mostly in an effort to 

streamline communication. 

 There was a request made for BSG members to check the status of their listserv 

membership via the AAG website to ensure they receive emails. 

 Members were asked to apply for awards and vote 

 George Malanson asked BSG members to strongly consider submitting papers to 

Progress in Physical Geography noting that no biogeography articles were 

submitted to Progress by North American biogeographers in the past year. 

 Sally Horn requested that we try to announce student winners during the 
meeting if at all possible.  This would ensure that we can acknowledge the 
students while they are present at the meeting.  This would provide some 
coordination in terms of holding student competitions prior to the business 
meeting.  This would have worked this year, but there is some uncertainty as 
to whether it could be coordinated via AAG. 
 

Back to the top 
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Recent Publications  
Books: 

Graham, Alan, 2010.   Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic 

History of Latin America Vegetation and Terrestrial 

Environments. Missouri Botanical Garden Press, Flora 

Mesoamericana Vol. 4(1), 617 pp. ISBN: 978-1-930723-

68-9 

Price: $95.00 (Hardback) 

http://www.mbgpress.info/ 

 

Description from publisher: This volume summarizes the 

history of Latin American vegetation from just prior to the 

asteroid impact at Chicxulub, Mexico, at the end of the 

Cretaceous period through the rapid-paced events of 

Holocene and Recent times, tracing highlights in the 

origin of lineages and plant communities that constitute a 

fundamental part of the tropical ecosystems of the New World. Emphasis is placed on the 

array of available methods and approaches, as well as on the need for incorporating 

ancillary information from the many relevant disciplines and for assessing the 

paleobiological results within the context of independent lines of inquiry—particularly 

important for understanding the vast and complex communities of Latin America. The 

summary is based on approximately 350 fossil floras and 4,000 literature references to 

vegetation history and related topics. It includes a catalog of some 10,000 fossil plants 

arranged in tables and appendices by geographic location (country or region), taxonomic 

group, and geologic age. From this unique database, lineage histories, terrestrial 

paleoenvironments, migrations, and responses to evolutionary processes are reconstructed 

that have shaped the Latin American vegetation over the past 100 million years. 

 

Articles: 
1. Diver,

 
Kim, 2010. Beyond Area and Isolation: Forest Dynamics and Change in Plant 

Species Richness Patterns on Islands. Annals of the Association of American 

Geographers, 100(5): 1110 – 1127. 

2. Duvall, Chris S., 2011.  Biocomplexity from the Ground Up: Vegetation Patterns in 

a West African Savanna Landscape. Annals of the Association of American 

Geographers, 101(3): 497 - 522 

3. Kim Daehyun, David M. Cairns, and Jesper Bartholdy, 2011. Wind-Driven Sea-

Level Variation Influences Dynamics of Salt Marsh Vegetation. Annals of the 

Association of American Geographers, 101(2): 231 – 248. 

4. Marcus, W. Andrew, James Rasmussen, Mark A. Fonstad, 2011. Response of the 

Fluvial Wood System to Fire and Floods in Northern Yellowstone. Annals of the 

Association of American Geographers, 101(1): 21 – 44. 

5. Rauchfuss, Julia, and Susy S. Ziegler. 2011. Reconstructing canopy-disturbance 

history and recruitment patterns to inform management decisions at the Lost 40 in the 

Chippewa National Forest, northern Minnesota. Geographical Bulletin 52:3-17. 

http://www.mbgpress.info/
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/gotoissue~db=all~content=a928640198
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News and Notes 

1. Back issues of The Biogeographer in pdf format are posted on the BSG website 

(www.biogeographer.org). 

2. Please consider adding the BSG domain to your favorite links and promote it on 

your homepage (www.biogeographer.org) 

3. If you’re interested in being on the BSG student list-serv, please e-mail the list 

moderator, Chad Lane, at chad.lane@lawrence.edu. 

4. John Kupfer is presently managing the BSG website, www.biogeographer.org. If 

you have links (or other materials), send up to 2-3 pages to John, including syllabi 

for biogeography courses. If there is anything for any of these areas, contact John 

at KUPFER@mailbox.sc.edu 

5. Call for posters: 

The organizers of the 42
nd

 Annual Binghamton Geomorphology Symposium 

(October 21-23, 2011, Mobile, Alabama) invite submissions of abstracts for 

posters related to geomorphology and biogeomorphology, especially those posters 

related to the symposium themes of zoogeomorphology and ecosystem 

engineering. Poster abstracts will be published in the conference program and the 

poster session will be held on Saturday, October 22, 2011. Students are especially 

encouraged to present their geomorphology-related research, especially those 

whose research overlaps the biogeography and geomorphology disciplines. A 

reduced registration fee is offered to graduate students, with the lowest fee offered 

to those presenting posters. Students presenting posters are also eligible for a 

limited number of travel stipends on a first-come, first serve basis. Poster 

abstracts are due by no later than Friday, September 23, 2011; with regular 

conference registration ending on September 19, 2011. Information regarding the 

conference, including the poster submission guidelines, accommodations, and 

registration information, can be found at: 

http://www.southalabama.edu/geography/sawyer/2011Bing.html. 

The symposium’s organizers are David R. Butler (Texas State University-San 

Marcos) and Carol F. Sawyer (University of South Alabama). If you have 

questions regarding the conference please feel free to contact Carol at 

sawyer@usouthal.edu or Dave at db25@txstate.edu. 

 

6. Communications among BSG members is usually by email through the AAG’s 

discussion forum.  Current instructions to access and post messages on the BSG 

forum:  Login to the AAG website (www.aag.org) 

Select "My Communities" from the Communities panel (lower right) 

 Select "Global Preferences" to ensure you are actively subscribed 

to the BSG community and to ensure you are receiving all email 

messages from the forum (Select "preferences" to receive email 

messages immediately, daily or weekly) 

http://www.biogeographer.org/
http://www.biogeographer.org/
mailto:chad.lane@lawrence.edu
http://www.biogeographer.org/
mailto:%3cKUPFER@mailbox.sc.edu%3e
http://www.southalabama.edu/geography/sawyer/2011Bing.html
mailto:sawyer@usouthal.edu
mailto:db25@txstate.edu
http://www.aag.org/
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Under "My Communities", select Biogeography Specialty Group  

Under "Forums", select General Information or Job Announcements to 

review recently posted messages or to post a new message 

 To post a new message, click on "General Information" and "Create a 

New Topic" (upper right). 

New Listserve and Social Networking for Specialty Groups 

As many of you have already learned, the AAG is in the process of implementing new listserve 

and social networking software for your Specialty Groups.  By the time you are all ready to begin 

organizing sessions for the 2012 Annual Meeting we will have new state of the art social 

networking collaborative software for you all.  This summer we will begin rolling out the new 

AAG Knowledge Communities, using the advanced Higher Logic 

Connected Community Software suite.  This will enable the AAG to deliver new value to our 

Specialty Groups and membership by providing easy-to-use collaboration and communication 

tools.  Some of the features you can expect to see later this summer include:  

EGroups 
Combining the best of listserves and threaded discussion forums, eGroups is an ideal 

communication tool to enable Specialty Groups to engage in dialogue while sharing and 

archiving member-generated content. Members receive an easy-to-read email, a link to the online 

archive where all postings are automatically stored, and a mistake-free link to respond to either 

the author or to the entire group.  Members can also interact with the AAG 

Knowledge Communities from within their Microsoft Outlook or Entourage application to view 

and respond to email messages. eGroups includes many preference settings including the receipt 

of real-time or daily digest postings, RSS subscription, and a PDA option so that you can read 

messages on your mobile devices. 

Microsites 
The Microsites product is a basic content management system (CMS) that will allow the AAG 

Specialty Groups to have a web presence without a lot of hassle.  The Microsites product offers 

enough flexibility to create a site that fits your actual content needs, but simple enough that any 

member can easily use it without extensive training or technical knowledge.  

Wiki Glossary 
Members can collaborate together to create and maintain the knowledge base of their AAG 

Specialty Groups. With easy-to-use content creation interfaces, members can post and modify 

new definitions, as well as rating, commenting and viewing related terms. An automated tag 

cloud provides users with a visual way to see the most frequently used definitions and allows 

AAG Specialty Groups and the AAG to identify new areas of interest within the member base.  

Mobile Membership 
Your members will be able to update their professional social network profile; search, find and 

connect with other community members; and view your AAG Specialty Groups updated news all 

from their smart phone or mobile device. Your Mobile Membership app is accessible through the 

app store so it's easy to download and use. 

Directory 2.0 
Directory 2.0 allows users to view a comprehensive profile of other group members to build 

networks as fast as possible and easily communicate with one another. Members can identify how 

many potential contacts of like-minded people exist in their network and see a full list of all 

groups to which they belong.  

Resource Library 
The Resource Library provides an area within your website where members may 

upload/download files and comment, rate, and tag documents to offer additional context to the 
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posting to make it easy to search. Each library can hold multiple kinds of documents, including 

streaming video, PowerPoint presentations, PDFs, images, Microsoft Office and Apple iWork 

documents. Each posting shows the author’s image which links to his/her profile, allows for 

comments, and automatically lists related documents based on tags.  

We are excited to offer this new service to the AAG Specialty Groups, and will be asking for 

your input and comments throughout the development process.  Please be on the lookout in the 

next couple of months for updates on the process.  As always, please feel free to contact us with 

any questions or comments you may have. 

Best regards, 

Adam Thocher - athocher@aag.org 

Greg Osburn - gosburn@aag.org 

David Coronado - dcoronado@aag.org 

 

Back to the top 

Submission Guidelines  

--- Joy Nystrom Mast, Editor, The Biogeographer 

Submissions to The Biogeographer should be sent directly 

to the editor as email attachments in Word format. Bear in 

mind that your editor generally just cuts and pastes 

whatever she gets, so please spell-check and proofread your 

submissions carefully. Submissions should be concise and 

written in a style consistent with the rest of the newsletter. 

Notes and News Items. News items can be personal, 

departmental, institutional, or simply biogeography-related 

stories from the press. Notes are intended to convey topical 

information of interest to the BSG community.  

Recent Publications 
Only publications that have actually appeared in print or 

online will be listed, so please do not submit in-press items 

until you have page numbers or a permanent URL. 

 

Topics for these categories include:  

 Research Notes: new projects and progress reports or general research-related 

ideas and issues.  

 Field Notes: recent field work or field trips or retellings of classic tales from the 

field (embellishments welcome).  

 Course Notes: news, announcements, or articles related to teaching biogeography 

or pedagogical issues affecting the discipline. 

 Book Notes: book reviews or announcements. 

 Miscellaneous Notes: anything that doesn't fit in any of the other categories.  

 

Back to the top 
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